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Window Functions and Their Applications in Signal ProcessingCRC Press, 2013

	Window functions—otherwise known as weighting functions, tapering functions, or apodization functions—are mathematical functions that are zero-valued outside the chosen interval. They are well established as a vital part of digital signal processing. Window Functions and their Applications in Signal Processing presents an...
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Extending Structures: Fundamentals and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2019

	
		Extending Structures: Fundamentals and Applications treats the extending structures (ES) problem in the context of groups, Lie/Leibniz algebras, associative algebras and Poisson/Jacobi algebras. This concisely written monograph offers the reader an incursion into the extending structures problem which provides a common ground for...
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Silicon NanoelectronicsCRC Press, 2005
Because the silicon process infrastructure is already in place and because of silicon's compatibility with current CMOS circuits, silicon nanodevices are positioned to become particularly important. Silicon Nanoelectronics examines recent developments of novel devices and materials that hold great promise for creating smaller and more powerful...
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Measurement and Modeling of Silicon Heterostructure DevicesCRC Press, 2007
When you see a nicely presented set of data, the natural response is: “How did they do that; what tricks did they use; and how can I do that for myself?” Alas, usually, you must simply keep wondering, since such tricks-of- the-trade are usually held close to the vest and rarely divulged. Shamefully ignored in the technical literature,...
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Handbook of Multisensor Data Fusion: Theory and Practice, Second Edition (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2008
In the years since the bestselling first edition, fusion research and applications have adapted to service-oriented architectures and pushed the boundaries of situational modeling in human behavior, expanding into fields such as chemical and biological sensing, crisis management, and intelligent buildings.
Handbook of Multisensor Data...
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MATLAB Primer, Eighth EditionCRC Press, 2010

	Highlighting the new aspects of MATLAB® 7.10 and expanding on many existing features, MATLAB® Primer, Eighth Edition shows you how to solve problems in science, engineering, and mathematics. Now in its eighth edition, this popular primer continues to offer a hands-on, step-by-step introduction to...
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Handbook of Graph TheoryCRC Press, 2003

	Over tlid- past forty years, graph theory has been one of the most rapidly growing

	areas of mathematics. Siuee 19oO, more than 10.000 different authors have published

	papers classified as graph l he or Ñƒ by XI nth Reviews, and for the past decade, over 1000

	graph theory papers have been published each year.
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Forensic Engineering: Damage Assessments for Residential and Commercial StructuresCRC Press, 2013

	A comprehensive resource that builds a bridge between engineering disciplines and the building sciences and trades, Forensic Engineering: Damage Assessments for Residential and Commercial Structures provides an extensive look into the world of forensic engineering. With a focus on investigations associated with insurance industry...
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Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Reveals How HMMs Can Be Used as General-Purpose Time Series Models

	
		Implements all methods in R

		Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R applies hidden Markov models (HMMs) to a wide range of time series types, from continuous-valued, circular, and...
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Oracle Embedded Programming and Application DevelopmentCRC Press, 2010

	Focusing on tried and true best practice techniques in cross-technology based Oracle embedded programming, this book provides authoritative guidance for improving your code compilation and execution. Geared towards IT professionals developing Oracle-based Web-enabled applications in PL/SQL, Java, C, C++, .NET, Perl, and PHP, it covers...
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Coastal Pollution: Effects on Living Resources and Humans (Marine Science)CRC Press, 2005

	In 1996, after more than a decade of researching the effects of over-population and the consequent pollution of the greater metropolitan New York City area, Carl Sindermann published his observations and conclusions in Ocean Pollution: Effects on Living Resources and Humans, a mostly technical document that emphasized the pathological effects...
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Leadership Principles for Project SuccessCRC Press, 2010


	This book is about project success. It reveals a secret for project success: effective

	project leadership. It shows where pure project management falls short and why

	project leadership is the decisive factor for project success. It outlines five simple yet

	powerful leadership principles which, if applied systematically, can help...
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